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ABSTRACT
Smartphone users are often unaware of the data collected by apps running on their devices. We report on a study that evaluates the benefits of giving users an app permission manager and sending them nudges intended to raise their awareness of the data collected by their apps. Our study provides both qualitative and quantitative evidence that these approaches are complementary and can each play a significant role in empowering users to more effectively control their privacy. For instance, even after a week with access to the permission manager, participants benefited from nudges showing them how often some of their sensitive data was being accessed by apps, with 95% of participants reassessing their permissions, and 58% of them further restricting some of their permissions. We discuss how participants interacted both with the permission manager and the privacy nudges, analyze the effectiveness of both solutions, and derive some recommendations.
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INTRODUCTION
Previous research has shown that smartphone users are often unaware of the data collected by their apps and express surprise and discomfort when they find out (e.g., [14, 26, 30, 11, 13]). Recently, privacy managers such as AppOps (introduced in Android 4.3 but later removed with the introduction of Android 4.4.2), privacy controls in iOS, and ProtectMyPrivacy [5], have offered users more fine-grained control over their privacy. However, to the best of our knowledge, the effectiveness of these fine-grained controls has not yet been evaluated. Privacy decision making is known to be subject to cognitive and behavioral biases, and decision heuristics that often lead to privacy-adverse decisions in favor of short-term benefits [3]. Privacy nudges have been proposed to support users in their privacy decision making [2]. Such nudges aim to make privacy risks more salient and help users move towards privacy settings that better align with their privacy expectations and concerns. One of the goals of our research is to establish to what extent users who have access to fine permission controls might benefit from nudges that raise their awareness of the data collected by their apps, and whether nudges prompt them to review their current permission settings.

In this work, we focus on two research questions: (1) Is access to a fine-grained app permission manager an effective way of helping users review and modify their app permissions? (2) Can privacy nudges, that regularly alert users about sensitive data collected by their apps, enhance the effectiveness of a fine-grained app permission manager? To address these questions, we conducted a 22-day field study in which 23 participants interacted with a permission manager – AppOps on Android – for one week, followed by an 8-day phase in which the permission manager was supplemented with privacy nudges tailored to a participant’s installed apps and their data access behavior.

Our mixed methods approach provides rich insights into (1) how and why participants review and restrict app permissions with a permission manager and (2) how they react to privacy nudges alerting them about the data collected by their apps. Our results confirm that users are generally unaware of mobile app data collection practices. Our findings also demonstrate the benefits of fine-grained permission managers and show that the effectiveness of these managers can be significantly enhanced by the delivery of nudges intended to further increase user awareness about mobile app data collection practices.

This work makes the following contributions. First, our study highlights the benefits of a permission manager like AppOps and quantifies the additional benefits that result from supplementing such functionality with privacy nudges. Second, we designed mobile privacy nudges that increase user awareness of data collection practices and effectively motivate users to review and often revise their app permissions. Third, we evaluated the effectiveness of the privacy nudges in a real-world setting. Finally, we derive recommendations for the design of effective privacy nudges on mobile devices based on our results.
When selecting a specific app in an AppOps tab, users are shown Apple also introduced fine-grained AppOps, shown in Figure 1, organizes permissions into four which users have to accept to install it. In Android 4.3, Google in- Android displays an app’s requested permissions at Android and iOS provide some privacy safeguards for users. Asymmetric Information and Privacy Nudges

Enhancements to Privacy Controls in Mobile Platforms
Several privacy enhancements have been proposed for Android [19, 21, 29] and iOS [5, 10]. Apex [29] retrofits Android to enable selectively granting, denying or constraining access to specific permissions on a per-feature basis, such as location and contacts, in iOS 5 [33] and expanded it to other features (e.g., camera, calendar, microphone, HealthKit) in iOS 7 and iOS 8. Importantly, app access in iOS is denied by default until the user explicitly grants it. Furthermore, the iOS privacy settings panel groups apps by data type (e.g., location) rather than showing all permissions for a particular app in one place.

Asymmetric Information and Privacy Nudges
In privacy contexts, asymmetric or incomplete information refers to a disparity between users’ and service providers’ knowledge of collection, use, sharing practices, potential consequences, and available protections concerning users’ personal information. This phenomenon has been attributed to ineffective communication of privacy risks and protections to users in privacy policies and notices [20]. More recently, researchers have identified a similar information asymmetry in the context of mobile privacy: users are unaware of the data collection performed by mobile apps [14, 30]. This observation has led to alternate proposals for presenting privacy risks to users in a manner that is more usable and salient [24]. However, research focused on privacy contexts finds that information disclosures led to fleeting and even perverse effects on behavior, casting doubts on one time information disclosures’ ability to yield better user privacy decision making. For example, Adjerid et al. [4] showed that the impact of simple and readable notices can be thwarted by a mere 15 second delay between showing privacy-relevant information and privacy choices. In light of these limitations, scholars are increasingly turning to alternate methods for communicating relevant privacy information to users, such as privacy nudges [2].

Nudges are “soft-paternalistic” behavioral interventions that do not restrict choice, but attempt to account for bounded rationality in decision making [32]. Within privacy and security contexts, nudges may ameliorate some of the inconsistency in user decision making, such as the dissonance between users stated privacy concerns and actual observed behavior [2, 31]. While privacy nudging has been proposed as a concept, few works have evaluated how privacy nudges can differentially impact user behavior. Wang et al. found that privacy nudges can effectively influence privacy concerns and behavior on Facebook [34].

In the mobile context, the potential for nudges to support privacy decision making is appealing. It may include notifications that, in contrast to traditional notices, highlight the recipients, contexts, or type of personal information being shared via a mobile device [7]. However, most related work has focused on supporting the app installation process by nudging users towards less privacy-invasive apps [8, 17, 25]. Harbach et al. [18] enrich permission dialogs with personalized examples form the user’s device to make risks more salient (e.g., showing a personal photo for gallery access). Rather than focusing on app installation, in this work we analyze behavior of installed apps in order to increase awareness of unexpected invasive behavior and surreptitious data access. Balebako et al. [6] propose mobile privacy nudges based on apps’ access frequency to specific data and evaluated them in a lab study. Although our work builds on their work, our work differs in two dimensions. First, our work measures the effect of privacy nudges in triggering users to review and adjust their app permissions, whereas theirs measured perception and feeling. Second, our study evaluates privacy nudges in situ, with participants using their own devices ‘in the wild,’ whereas their study was a lab study and participants did not use their own devices. Fu et al. [16] propose a per app runtime location access notification and contrasted it with the existing location access disclosure method in Android. They showed both that their method is more effective than Android’s and showed anecdotal evidence of how their notification affected participants’ behavior (e.g., stopped using intrusive apps). Our work extends their work but differs in two dimensions. First, our work measures the effect of privacy nudges in triggering users to review and adjust their app permissions, whereas theirs focused only on transparency.
We designed a mobile privacy nudge that provides concise privacy-relevant information and meaningful actions that reduce the threshold for users to act upon the nudge’s content.

Nudge Content
To be effective, a nudge must garner user attention. Prior work has shown that users are unaware of, and surprised by, apps’ data access practices and frequency [6, 16, 22], which suggests nudging users to review their app permissions has utility. Therefore, we designed the mobile privacy nudge shown in Figure 2 to display a succinct message describing the number of apps accessing one information type and the total number of accesses in a given period.

The nudge further lists three specific apps that accessed the information in the given period, to concretize the otherwise abstract information. In order to avoid showing only expected apps (e.g., mapping and navigation apps accessing location), the three displayed apps are selected randomly from apps that accessed that information type. The addition of “and 10 other apps” aims to pique the user’s interest, and trigger them to review permission settings for the particular information type.

In order to enhance the nudge’s credibility, we included cues that establish a relation between the nudge notification and the installed privacy manager (AppOps in our case), such as the AppOps icon and a tag line at the bottom (see Figure 2).

Nudge Response Options
The privacy nudge provides targeted response options to facilitate privacy management (see Figure 2). The “Let me change my settings” option opens AppOps directly. We hypothesized that facilitating access to the permission manager may lead users to review and adjust additional permissions once they switch their focus to privacy management. Since we want nudge users to select this option, it is highlighted.

The second option (“Show me more before I make changes”) opens a detailed report, shown in Figure 2, which lists each app’s access frequency for the nudge’s particular information type, in descending order. The detailed report enables users to investigate which apps accessed the particular information in order to support them in comparing their expectations with apps’ data practices. Rather than just naming the option “show me more information,” we intentionally indicated that users will also be able to make changes through this option, and imply that this information may help their decision. The detailed report replicates the nudge’s other response options to make the provided information actionable. Prior work inspired the detailed report design [6].

The third option (“Keep sharing my [data]”) allows users to indicate the status quo is acceptable. Keller et al. [23] recommend employing enhanced active choice to emphasize the desired option (option 1) by “highlighting the losses incumbent in the non-preferred alternative.” Therefore, option 3 is adapted to the specific information (i.e. [data] is replaced with “location”). Finally, users can also ignore the nudge by pressing the “Home” button or by switching to another app.

MOBILE PRIVACY NUDGE DESIGN
We designed a mobile privacy nudge that provides concise privacy-relevant information and meaningful actions that reduce the threshold for users to act upon the nudge’s content.
In addition to recording access frequency and permission changes, our study client recorded participants opening AppOps, as well as their interaction with displayed privacy nudges. Permission changes had to be recorded periodically, since AppOps does not provide easy access to specific interaction events and modifying AppOps would have required rooting and flashing participants' devices, which we deemed undesirable. Hence, we used the time difference between a participant’s recorded response to a privacy nudge and an observed permission adjustment to infer whether it was triggered by the respective nudge.

**Study Procedure**

Our field study consisted of an entry session, three consecutive field phases lasting 22 days in total, an exit survey, and an optional exit interview. We opted for a within-subjects design as we were interested in observing phone and app usage without interventions in order to establish a baseline, as well as observing interaction with a permission manager with and without supporting privacy nudges.

**Entry session:** We invited participants to our lab to read and sign our consent form. Because AppOps was only available on Android versions 4.3–4.4.1, participants were required to affirm that they would not update to Android 4.4.2 during the study, and could be disqualified otherwise.

Next, participants completed an online entry survey on a provided computer. The survey asked about general Android usage (e.g., frequently used apps, reasons for installing or uninstalling apps), mobile privacy and security attitudes and behaviors (e.g., screen lock use, phone encryption, awareness of apps’ permissions), and demographic questions (e.g., gender, age, phone model). While the participant completed the survey, we installed the study client on her phone with the required runtime permission to access AppOps logs, and placed it in a folder named “Android Apps Behaviors,” to make it easily locatable.

**Phase 1: Baseline:** For the first 7 days of the study, our study client collected data about the participant’s installed apps and their data access behavior, without providing access to AppOps or showing privacy nudges. The information collected served as a baseline to better understand participants’ phone and app use, and also informed the generation of privacy nudges in phase 3.

**Phase 2: AppOps Only:** On the first day of the second phase, we made AppOps available through the study client and sent an email and an SMS to participants introducing it. The message subject was “AppOps is now available to you” and it read “AppOps is an app which allows you to selectively grant/deny apps access to your personal information (e.g., location, phone contacts, calendar, SMS messages, etc) on your phone. We just made this app available to you. To use it, go to ‘Android Apps Behaviors’ folder then click on AppOps.” This notification acted as a weak privacy nudge, comparable to seeing a media article or an ad about AppOps. Participants did not receive any further interventions during phase 2, which lasted 7 days.

**Phase 3: AppOps Plus Privacy Nudges:** In phase 3, which lasted 8 days, participants additionally received one privacy nudge per day, sent at a random time between 11am and 8pm. In our study, we provided nudges for four information types: location, phone contacts, calendar, or call logs. They were selected both because they were shown to be the subject of mobile users’ privacy concerns [13], and because initial experiments demonstrated that these four information types constituted the most requested resources by apps, which made it likely that participants’ would have apps installed that actually accessed these information types. On the first four days of phase 3, all four nudges were shown in a random order to avoid ordering effect. The same nudges were then repeated in the same order on the last four days of phase 3. The first set of privacy nudges showed access statistics since the beginning of the study (i.e. 14-18 days), the second set showed access statistics for the period since the previous nudge for that data type (i.e. 4 days). If no installed apps had accessed the information type of a scheduled nudge in the respective time period, the next nudge would be shown instead.

**Exit Survey and Interviews:** After completing phase 3, participants were sent a link to an online exit survey. The survey focused on the participant’s experience with AppOps (e.g., prior use of AppOps, AppOps use during study, reasons for using AppOps) and the participant’s understanding of, and experience with, the privacy nudges (e.g., meaning of nudge text and options, provided privacy awareness and decision support). Upon completion of the exit survey, participants were compensated with a $30 Amazon gift card.

All participants were further invited to an optional semi-structured one-hour interview and compensated with an additional $10 Amazon gift card. Eight participants responded and were interviewed. The interviews served to gain deeper qualitative insights to participants’ experiences with AppOps and the privacy nudges. The interviews were partially tailored to a participant’s behavior during the study. For example, we inquired participants’ reasons for specific permission changes they made. We further presented them with specific nudges displayed to them when asking about their experiences. All interviews were audio recorded and then coded with categorical codes (i.e. AppOps, the privacy nudges, reasons for app permission changes). We, then, conducted thematic analysis on each of these three categories.

**Recruitment**

We conducted our study from May to July 2014. Participants were recruited via Craigslist and from a city-wide participant pool maintained by our university. Ads directed prospective participants to a screening survey. Twenty-six respondents, meeting the following criteria, were invited to participate in the study: (1) Adults who have Android phones running Android version 4.3–4.4 (because AppOps is only supported by these Android versions); (2) have a mobile data plan with at least 2 GB/month (as data would have to be transferred during the study); (3) able to visit our lab for the entry session. Three were later disqualified as they upgraded to Android 4.4.2 during the study, which made AppOps inaccessible.

**Limitations**

Conducting a field study enabled us to evaluate our privacy nudges in-situ on participants’ own devices. This increased ecological validity but introduced multiple challenges. First, we were unable to recruit a larger number of participants, because carriers (e.g., AT&T) and OEMs (e.g., Samsung) rolled out updates to Android 4.4.2 (i.e. AppOps removed) around the same time, which significantly shrunk the pool of potential participants. Second, our study client required Internet connectivity. However,
some participants deactivated data connection to conserve data volume or had intermittent connectivity for other reasons. This affected our data collection and caused some nudges to be lost or delivered later than scheduled. We implemented a monitoring tool to identify participants whose devices were not sending back information regularly, and then reminded them via email to remain connected. While this worked, we used this approach sparsely to avoid biasing participants’ responses. Due to these technical difficulties, some participants received all eight nudges while others received fewer nudges. In addition, we acknowledge a potential self-selection bias in our participant pool. These limitations may have skewed our results to be more conservative, but we are confident that they did not undermine our findings in general.

RESULTS
We first describe participant demographics and apps usage. Then, we report how participants interacted with the permission manger alone followed by their interaction with the permission manger with accompanying privacy nudges. Finally, we report how participants interacted with nudges and evaluate the effectiveness of the nudge’s components.

Demographics
In total, we had 23 participants (65% female; ages 18–44, median=23), of whom 21 owned Samsung devices and 2 owned an HTC One. Based on data collected in phase 1, participants had 89 apps installed on average (SD=22), including services and pre-installed apps. Twenty-one participants (91%) reported never using AppOps before; one had used AppOps, and one was unsure. Moreover, the data collected in phase 1 showed that participants could not access AppOps (e.g. not other launcher app for AppOps installed), until phase 2. Six (26%) of our participants are in information technology related fields and only one of them specializes in computer security. However, our results do not indicate that their background had a significant effect on their behavior. P2 never adjusted his app permissions throughout the study, P13 only adjusted the permissions in phase 2, P6&P7 only adjusted the permissions in phase 3, and P10&P12 adjusted their app permissions in both phases.

In the following, we use two main variables in our analysis:

1. **Reviewing apps’ permissions** represents how often a participant opened AppOps to review their app permissions regardless of whether they adjusted app permissions.

2. **Adjusting apps’ permissions** represents how often participants adjusted their app permissions by calculating (a) *restrictive adjustments*, i.e., how often participants restricted any app access to a permission, and (b) *permissive adjustments*, i.e., how often participants permitted an app access to a restricted permission.

Effectiveness of AppOps Without Privacy Nudges
In phase 2, after we made AppOps available, participants reviewed their app permissions 51 times, restricted 76 distinct apps from accessing 272 permissions, and permitted access to one restricted permission.

Reviewing apps’ permissions: As Figure 3 shows, 22 participants (95.6%) reviewed their permissions at least once. Of those, 12 participants reviewed their apps’ permissions multiple times. Only P2 did not review his permissions in phase 2.

Adjusting apps’ permissions: As shown in Figure 4, 15 (65%) participants restricted 272 app-permission pairs for 76 distinct apps, including both participant-installed and pre-installed apps, see Figure 5. Breaking down restrictions by information type, participants restricted apps’ access to location 74 times (27%), contacts 57 times (21%), calendar 10 times (4%), and call logs 9 times (3%). Other restricted permissions included: camera 42 (9%), SMS 21 (8%), post notification 19 (7%), and recording audio 15 (6%). Only P10 made a permissive adjustment by permitting the Weather Channel app to send notifications.

In the exist survey, we asked participants if they used AppOps, what they used it for, and why. Most participants reported that they used AppOps to review their app permissions and adjust them if needed. For example, P9 responded: “[I used AppOps] to see what personal information different apps had access to and change that” because “I didn’t like that too many apps could access so much information.”
Effectiveness of AppOps with Privacy Nudges

The goal of our nudges was to get users to review their app permissions and adjust them as needed. To that end, we designed the nudges to complement and increase the effectiveness of AppOps. It is important to note that participants’ phase 3 behavior is contingent on their phase 2 behavior. For instance, if a participant restricted access to some permissions in phase 2, these restrictions hold in phase 3, and may not require further review or adjustment. Hence, we report and analyze results from phase 3 relative to phase 2.

In phase 3, participants reviewed their apps’ permissions 69 times, restricted 47 distinct apps from accessing 122 permissions, and permitted six apps access to six permissions.

Reviewing apps’ permissions: As Figure 3 shows, 22 participants (95.6%), with the exception of P21, reviewed their apps’ permissions either by opening AppOps directly (same as in phase 2), or by opening AppOps in response to a nudge. Twenty-One participants reviewed their apps’ permissions 53 times (78%) in response to the nudge, and 15 times (22%) by directly opening AppOps. P4 reviewed her apps’ permissions only once by opening AppOps directly. Thus, the privacy nudges were the primary trigger for participants to review their apps’ permissions.

Figure 6 shows that participants’ interaction with AppOps declined sharply after day ten: 39% (day 10), 13%, 17%, 22%, 4%, and 9%, respectively. However, the privacy nudges introduced in phase 3 positively affected participants’ interest in reviewing their apps’ permissions (cf. Figure 3). For instance, P2 did not review his apps’ permissions in phase 2 but privacy nudges triggered him to do so six times in phase 3.

Adjusting apps’ permissions: Figure 4 shows that 16 (70%) participants restricted 122 app-permission pairs, 14 in direct response to nudges. Ninety-Five (78%) of the restrictive app permission adjustments in phase 3 were made in response to a nudge. Only three participants made permissive adjustments due to loss of app functionality. In the interview, P10 noted that he restricted and later permitted Facebook’s access to the clipboard, because he was unable to copy & paste in Facebook. Participants restricted permissions from 47 distinct apps, including both self-installed and pre-installed apps, see Figure 5. Participants restricted 122 permissions such as location 30 (25%), contacts 25 (20%), calendar 8 (7%), and call logs 6 (5%). Other restricted permissions included: post notification 10 (8%), SMS 9 (7%), camera 7 (6%), record audio 7 (6%).

To understand the data further, we analyzed participants’ restrictive adjustments in phase 2 & phase 3, and divided them into four groups based on our analysis. We additionally examined the groups’ comfort level by analyzing participants’ responses to 5-level likert scale question about location, calendar, contacts, and call logs.

Group 1: restrictive adjustments in phases 2 & 3. Although they made restrictive changes already in phase 2, the nudges led 11 participants to make additional adjustments in phase 3. For instance, P11 & P17 restricted 89% and 50% additional permissions. These participants were overall uncomfortable sharing their personal information with apps. This suggests that even active, privacy conscious participants benefited from the additional information provided by privacy nudges, which triggered them to further review and adjust their permissions to better match their privacy preferences.

Group 2: restrictive adjustments in phase 3 only. These five participants made no restrictive adjustments in phase 2. However, the nudges received in phase 3 triggered them to adjust their permissions. These participants were also overall uncomfortable sharing their personal information with apps. This suggests that the nudges provided additional value compared to AppOps alone, triggering them to actively review and adjust their app permissions.

Group 3: restrictive adjustments in phase 2 only. Although the privacy nudges triggered three of these four participants to review their permissions in phase 3, they made no restrictive adjustments. These participants reported mixed levels of comfort sharing...
Personal information with apps. There are multiple potential explanations for why these participants made no adjustments in phase 3. First, their phase 2 adjustments may have sufficed, particularly for P8 & P13, who adjusted 12 and 10 permissions, respectively. Second, aspects of the nudge affected participants' experience. P4 stated in the interview that she always received the nudges when she was at work and therefore never had time to interact with them. Third, participant-specific issues. In the interview, P13 reported that phase 3 was a very busy week for him, which prevented him from interacting much with the nudges.

Group 4: no restrictive adjustments in either phase. Although the privacy nudges did not trigger these three participants to adjust their permissions, two did review them in response to the nudges. These participants reported being comfortable or neutral sharing their personal information with apps, which may explain the lack of restrictive adjustments.

Interaction with the Nudges
In total, participants received 125 nudges. We report details of how participants interacted with them.

Did participants understand the nudge? In our survey, we presented each participant with a nudge screenshot and asked them about their understanding of the nudge, its options, the trust cues, and the detailed report. All of the participants understood the nudge, the options, and the trust cues (“Notification provided by AppOps”). Nine participants did not understand option two in the nudge (“show me more before I make changes”). Four never chose this option, possibly because they did not understand its meaning or function.

How did participants interact with the nudges? As Figure 7 shows, participants responded to 53 (42%) nudges by choosing “let me change my settings” to open AppOps and 31 (25%) nudges by choosing “keep sharing my [data].” Participants ignored 41 (33%) nudges.

Although some participants may have chosen “keep sharing my [data]” to express satisfaction with how apps were accessing their personal information, our interviews revealed they also used it to close nudges when they came at unsuitable times (e.g., busy at work or about to use another app). P4 stated: “for one [nudge] I said keep sharing because as I said earlier I didn’t have time, because if I saw that normally I would have definitely changed it, if I wasn’t at work.” Similarly, our interviews showed that participants ignored nudges because they received them at unsuitable times. For instance, P19 also explained: “the first time [the nudge] came up I was on a run and it covered my running app. All of a sudden I couldn’t hear [my running app] telling me my mileage anymore. So I opened my screen and I swiped [the lock] and that [nudge] was there and I was so confused I hit back so fast it was gone.”

Did participants adjust permissions in response to nudges? We counted restrictive apps’ permissions adjustments as direct response to the nudge if a participant responded to a nudge by choosing “let me change my settings” and then made these adjustments within 10 minutes. Fourteen (60%) participants made restrictive adjustments in responses to 17 (13.6%) different nudges out of 125 nudges. Of those, three participants made restrictive changes in response to two different nudges. We acknowledge that in some cases the nudge may have led participants to adjust permissions after 10 minutes. P17 made restrictive adjustments within 22 minutes. P1 made three adjustments: one of them within an hour.

The nudges may have had indirect influence on participants’ decisions to adjust their app permissions. For instance, a participant might review her app permissions in response to a nudge without adjusting them, and then later open AppOps to adjust app permissions. While these indirect effects are difficult to track, the interviews helped us to identify a noteworthy occurrence. P10 responded to the first nudge by choosing “show me more before I make changes” to open the detailed report and then chose “let me change my setting”. However, he never adjusted his app permissions. After a couple of hours, P10 opened AppsOps directly and restricted both the Weather Channel app and HTC Location service access to location. In the interview, P10 described how the nudge helped him realize the Weather Channel app’s data access practices mismatched his expectations “this weather app was the most hogging app on my cellphone. I

Figure 6. Timeline of participants’ interactions with AppOps and the privacy nudges during phase 2 and phase 3. In the X-axis, each column represents a day during phase 2 (7 days) & phase 3 (8 days).
Figure 7. How participants responded to the nudges. The numbers on top of the bars are the absolute numbers.

Figure 8. How participants responded to the 1st and the 2nd nudge of the same data type. The numbers on top of the bars are the absolute numbers.

The detailed report: The main goal of providing a detailed report, as shown in Figure 2, was to give interested participants a closer look at apps’ data access patterns. Fourteen participants (61%) chose “show me more before I make changes” to open the detailed report in response to 26 (21%) out of 125 nudges. After opening the detailed report, participants chose “let me change my settings” more often than “keep sharing my [data]” (33% vs. 22%), see Figure 7.

Participants opened the detailed report in eight nudges (47%) before making restrictive adjustments. In each case, the participant made restrictive adjustments for at least one app listed in the detailed report. This suggests that the detailed report is helpful. Though, it is more helpful when the participant intends to make adjustments as the detailed report provided a closer look at the data collection practices of individual apps.

Frequency of access: We explore whether an increase in frequency of personal information accesses by apps correlates with an increase in participants’ likelihood to choose “let me change my settings.” Using a random effects linear regression, we found a significant correlation (p<.05) between the frequency of accessing personal information by apps and participants’ likelihood of choosing “let me change my settings,” particularly for location (p<.01). This suggests that nudging about apps’ frequency of access is effective as it triggered participants to review their apps’ permissions, which was the nudge’s purpose.

During the interviews, all eight participants indicated that frequencies of access to personal information by apps was the element of the nudge that caught their attention. For instance, P10 explained: “4182 [times] are you kidding me? It felt like I’m being followed by my own phone. It was scary. That number is too high.” P17 stated: “the number was huge [356 times], unexpected. Again, big number a bit unexpected.”

DISCUSSION

In this section, we discuss the effectiveness of the permission manager and nudges, and how to design more effective nudges based on lessons learned from our study.

Permission Managers Help

Access to a permission manager alone led participants to actively review and change app permissions. All but one of our participants reviewed their app permissions at least once; half of them did so multiple times. Furthermore, the permission manager led more than half of our participants to exercise control over the personal information apps were allowed to access; participants

live in a city why do you have to access my location thousands of times in a few days? I not only blocked this app, I removed it.”

To explore whether nudging participants about a particular data type triggered adjusting corresponding permissions, we counted the number of adjustments in which the permission matched the data type in the nudge. As reported earlier, participants restricted their permissions in response to 17 nudges. The response to 15 (88%) nudges included at least one permission that matched the data type in the nudge. Thirty (32%) out of 95 restricted permissions matched the data type featured in the nudge. In other words, 68% of restricted permissions were for data types other than the one in the nudge. A possible explanation for this behavior is how the AppOps UI is structured. If a participant chooses one app, she will be redirected to a new screen listing all the personal information that the selected app has access to, as shown in Figure 1. Thus, it is possible that participants may have initially intended to only adjust the permissions matching the nudge’s data type, but adjusted additional permissions as needed. This suggests that the design of the permission manager may sway participants to adjust more permissions than initially intended.

Finally, we explore the effect of the example apps included in the nudge. We checked if participants adjusted permissions for any of the randomly chosen apps in the nudge. As reported earlier, participants restricted their apps’ permissions in response to 17 nudges. For nine (53%) nudges, the participants adjusted apps’ permissions of at least one of the apps listed in the nudge. For 2 nudges, the participants adjusted the permissions of 2 out of 3 apps listed in the nudge. Out of all 48 apps listed in the 17 nudges, the participants adjusted permissions for 11 (23%) apps, this suggests that example apps listed in the nudge have a moderate effect on participants’ decisions to adjust their apps’ permissions.

How did participants respond to the 1st and 2nd nudge? In response to their first nudge, 16 (70%) participants chose “let me change my settings”; three (13%) choose “Keep sharing my [data]”; and four (17%) ignored it. Participants’ likelihood to choose “let me change my settings” decreased when they received the second nudge (after 4 days) as Figure 8 shows. This suggests that repeating a nudge about the same data type within a short time may be ineffective, likely because participant preferences do not change within a short time. This leads us to suggest a potential improvement for our nudge. The nudge should provide a mechanism for users to identify apps that they are comfortable sharing their personal information with. Thereafter, the user could receive more pertinent nudges including only unidentified apps.
modified permissions of both popular apps and pre-installed apps. In short, our results highlight the value of using permission managers in mobile platforms, because they give users the control they may want and need. However, service providers have taken highly different paths in their handling of such tools. Violations of end users’ privacy by app developers have led Apple to provide users with progressively more privacy controls in iOS [33]. On the other hand, Google notoriously removed AppOps from Android phones in 2013 [9]. While no official explanation was provided, this move might be indicative of tensions between Google’s advertising-based revenue model and its stated objective of giving users more control over their information. Another possible interpretation might be that this move was motivated by usability concerns, whether concerns over the number of settings made available to users or concerns that users may deny permissions that are necessary for apps to function. Our study however showed that, despite the large number of settings, users generally benefited from having them and we did not see many instances of users complaining about their apps stopping to work.

Nudges Can Increase the Utility of Permission Managers

In addition to making users aware of the permission manager, our goal was to design a nudge that assisted users in better managing their privacy. Our results show that even a simple nudge can help users utilize the permission manager to manage their privacy on mobile devices.

The privacy nudges led participants (both those who had and those who had not used the permission manager before) to review and adjust their permissions. This suggests that nudges help both active users, who may not fully utilize the permission manager alone, and users who otherwise might not have made any adjustments, to act to bring their data sharing into alignment with their privacy preferences.

Privacy nudges are starting to find their way into mobile platforms. Recently, iOS 8 introduced what can be viewed as a form of privacy nudge. Specifically, if a user allows an app to access her location even when not using the app (i.e., in the background), iOS will occasionally ask her whether she wants to continue doing so [1]. This approach is consistent with our findings, which show the benefits of combining permission manager functionality and nudges.

How to Design a More Effective Mobile Privacy Nudge?

We learned valuable lessons from testing mobile privacy nudges with real users on their own devices. Based on those lessons, we offer some suggestions for designing and deploying a more effective mobile privacy nudge.

(1) Personalization: Our results show that users have different privacy preferences for different apps and data types. This suggests that a personalized nudge may be more effective. A personalized nudge could learn which apps the user is or is not comfortable sharing her information with, and nudge accordingly. The nudge could also be customized based on the user’s previous decisions. For instance, if the user specified that she is satisfied with an app’s data collection practices, this app should not be included in subsequent nudges.

(2) Salient, sticky, but not annoying: We designed our nudge to be full-screen to ensure that it was salient and hard to be ignored. Occasionally, our nudge annoyed some participants, especially when they were using or about to use an app, causing them to quickly dismiss the nudge. To be more effective, a privacy nudge should be salient and sticky, but not annoying. To be salient but not annoying, the nudge may cover part of the screen, like Android’s special “Heads-up” notification that covers the top third of the screen. Although this format provides fewer options than a full-screen version, it may be less annoying since it is less disruptive. To be sticky, the nudge could include a “remind me later” option. After a small number of rescheduling (e.g., 2), the nudge could be transformed to a notification and sent to the notification bar.

(3) Configurable: Users have different preferences for receiving privacy nudges. Some participants liked the daily nudges, whereas others indicated they would prefer weekly nudges. Some participants had a time preference to receive the nudge (e.g., at night, on Sunday). Moreover, some participants strongly favored receiving a nudge in form of a notification rather than a full-screen nudge. In light of this, a more effective nudge should accommodate these diverse preferences by allowing users to configure the nudge. Users should be able to easily specify the time(s) when they would like to receive nudges, how often, and the form of delivery (full, heads-up, or regular notification). Whether users will be able or willing to configure these options will need further investigation.

CONCLUSION

In summary, results from our study indicate that Android users benefit from an app permission manager such as App Ops, with a majority of our participants taking advantage of the controls it offers. They also indicate that, even with access to such a manager, user’s awareness of the data collected by their apps remains limited. Users would further benefit from receiving nudges that inform them about the sensitive data collected by their apps. The nudges used in this study were fairly simplistic. Moving forward, nudges would benefit from possibly being further personalized, salient, sticky, and configurable but not annoying. In addition, a follow-up study with a larger number of participants and a longer timeframe is required to further validate and refine our findings. In particular, it is still an open question (1) whether privacy nudges would continue to be effective over time due to possible habituation effects, and (2) whether privacy nudges could also be designed to help users as they install new apps.
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